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Self-reducibility structures and solutions of
NP problems t
JosÉ L. BALCÁZAR
ABSTRACT: Using polynornial time self-reducibihiíy structures, we characterize cer-
tain “helping” notions, show 1mw the characterization provides the main tool for the
proof of known relationships beíween decisional and funcilonal NP-complete prob-
lems, aud extend this relationships to ihe case of optimization NP-complete problems.
1. INTRODUCTION
A central aspect of Computational Complexity Theory consists of attempt-
mg to reach a better understanding ofthe mathematical phenomena that might
cause the widely observed fact that sorne important problems are algoriíhmi-
cally difflcult. Since in many cases diere is no mathematical proofofthis hard-
ness, and evidence for that difficulty is based simply in the failure to design
feasible algorithrns to solve diese problems, one of the unes of research tríes
to make apparent the underlying mathematical structures characterizing the
re¡aíionships either between the instances of a given problem or between the
degrees of unfeasibility of ihe problems themselves.
Among the structural notions thai are defined among instances of a par-
ticular problem, thus providing an internal structure on the corresponding set,
a very important one is the concept of “self-reducible set”, which has been
used by several authors so far. Jts naturalness is quite easy to argue, since a
self-reducible set is one for which a recursive program can be designed with-
out resorting tó additional parameters. Of course, the correctness of ihe recur-
sive program rehies on a well-founded set guaranteeing termination and allow-
t These results were announced as Symposium on Theoretical Aspecis of Computer Science,
Passau, 1987. This work was partialíy supported by CIRIT.
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ing an inductive verification argument. From the point of view of the
amount of resources required to run the program, the depth of the recursion
playsa crucial role; thus, bounds will be imposed on the length of the descend-
ing chains in the well-founded set (see the deflnitions below). It is natural to
study, the complexity-theoretic aspects of a concepí so clearly related to basic
constructions of Computer Science.
To present Uds concept in an adequate way, 1 use oracle Turing machines,
in which oracle calís are identified to ihe calís to the recursive subroutine; this
is achieved by analyzing the behavior of Ihe oracle Turing machine when Use
oracle set is the accepted set itself, and requiring that the queries be smaller
than the input in the corresponding wefl-founded set to ensure termination.
Important contribumions to Complexity Theory are based on the existence
of self-reducible complete seIs for the most important complexity classes; see
[1] and the references there. Other contributions thai are relevant lo the pre-
sení paper appear in [8] and [9]. where Schnorr uses two kinds of self-
reducibility lo study the relationship between the decisional and funclional
versions of NP-complete problems. More precisely, he determines the com-
plexity of the polynomial time Turing degree of the functional version of cer-
1am NP-complete problems, by showing that it coincides with the degree of
the decisional problem: both are interrelated by polynomial time Turing re-
ductions. A generalization of this result to aH NP-complete seIs appears in [3],
which 1 exíend to the case of optimization problems. 1 relate the síructural as-
pects of ihe proof to another concept recently appeared in the literature, by
showing how a technical notion present in ihe proof characterizés precisely a
class of seIs introduced by Ko [5]:the “self-l-helpers”. Let us explain briefly
Ihis notion.
Intuitively, a set A “1-helps” another set B if5 is Turing reducible lo A in
polynomial time, and moreover the machine does not “rely too much” on A.
If another oracle is used which tries to lead to incorrectly accepting an input,
the reduction procedure detecís this fact and recovers from the error, ob-
taining always a corred answer; the price lo be paid is a longer (e.g. exponení-
ial) running time. A set A “helps” a set 5 if such a situation holds, in which
no errors are made at ah: neither accepting nor rejecíing an input; in fact, this
“two sided” notion was studied flrst in [10], where helping was introduced. A
“self-l-helper” isa set that l-helps itself. A recent work of Ko [5]relates Ihese
forms of “helping’ lo self-reducible sets. He asks for structural character-
izations of the classes studied. Here 1 show that the techniques used to
sírengthen the results of Schnorr rely on a clear property which characterizes
exactly Ihe “self-l-helpers” of[5]. In [3], this property is called “functional self-
reducibility”; for reasons that will become apparent in the text, 1 prefer to
name this property “having self-computable witnesses”.
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1 present in the next section sorne definitons and preliminaries. Section 3
presents the definition of self-computable witnesses, the characterization, and
the use of the notion in the proof of [3]. Finally, in section 4 these results are
extended to the case of optimization problerns, using again the same tech-
niques.
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES
AII the sets here consist of words over the alphabet r={o,íj. 1 denote by
A the empty word. Cornplexity classes are defined in the usual way: among
them, 1’, NP, PSPACE, and the classes of the polynomial time hierarchy. For
definitions see [2]and [II]. PFis the class ofalí functionscomputable in poly-
nornial time. FF(A) is the relativization of PF to the oracle A. SAT denotes
the well-known NP-complete pr¿blem of deciding Use satisfsability of boolean
formulas, and QBF Use PSPACE-complete problem of deciding the truth of
quantified boolean formulas. Departiuig from the usual convention, the NP-
complete sets here are rneant to be complete under polynomial time Turing
reductions. -
Among the several deftnitions of polynomial time self-reducibility pro-
posed in the literature, the most general one is proposed in [7]. The results
here do require such a general notion, wbich is invariant under polynomial
time isomorphisrn, and allows arbitrary pardal orders for guaranteeing termi-
nation of self-reduction processes if decreasing chains are short enough.
Formally:
1. Definition. A set A is polynomial time self-reducible ufand only uf Itere is
a polynomial time deterministie oracle Turing machine such thai A = L(M,A),
and on eacit input x every word queried lo tite oracle is smaller titan x in a par-
tial order (depending on M, but nol on x) satisfying:
— ¡fi x is smaller titan y titen ¡ x I=p<1.v [)flor sorne polynomial p.
- — It Ls decidable in polynomial time whetiter x is snialler titan y.
— Every decreasing citain is bounded in lengíit ¿‘y a polynomial oftite
lengtit of lis maximum element.
1 will omit the words “polynomial time”, which are to be asgumed in every
use made of any of these definitions. It can be seen that this definition cap-
tures the essential properties of the self-reducible sets (mainly, ibe NP-com-
plete, co-NP-complete, and PSPACE-complete sets). See [1] and the refer-
ences there.
Some variants of the notion of self-reducibility are obtained by imposing
certain restrictions on the self-reducing machine. 1 define here the only one 1
will use, the disjunctive self-reduciblity:
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2. Defrnition. Tite set A is disjuncíively self.reducible, or d-self-reduéible, ~f
i¡ is self-reducible and tite oracle ,nacitine M wiinessing titisfací accep¡s its in-
pul witenever tite oracle answers posiíively ¡o any of rite queries.
In [4], other forms of self-reducibility are presented (conjuntive, positive
truthtable...) and sorne of their properties are studied. Ihe following property
is argued in this reference and also in [12], where d-sclf-reducibility is studied
in depth.
3. Proposition. JfA is d-selfreducible titen A e NP.
3. FUNCTIONAL NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS
Sets in NP are usually interpreted as decision problems. Functional ver-
sions of these problems are interesting too, and can be defined for every set
in NP as follows. Consider any NP set A. By the quantifier characterization of
NP, it follows that there is a set R in P and a polynomial p such that
xeA~3y(¡yj =p(¡x¡))(<xy>eS) (*)
The word y is called a “witness” of the fact that xis in A. Intuitively, each
such y is in a sense a “solution” of the problem A for input x, if the set 5 in
P is chosen appropriately. For example, consider for 5 sets like
su encodes a boolean formula and y encodes a satisfying assignment
for 14
or
su encodes a graph and y encodes a hamiltonian circuit for it}
In this way the decisional problems SAI and Hamiltonian Circuil are de-
Isned; then it is clear that a witness y encodes preeisely the solution to the func-
tional problem of finding a satisfying assignment for a formula, if one exists,
or finding a hamiltonian circuit for a graph if one exists, respectively.
Consider the functional version of a generic NP set A defined as in (*),
which consist of, given input su, computing a solution y ifsuch a solution exists;
í.e. compute a y such that <x,y> 6 5. Observe, first, that this is not necess-
arily a single valued partial function, and second, that this problem depends
on the set 5 in P from which A is defined by existential quantifocation, and
on the polynomial p. 1 also refer to this problem as “computing witnesses”. A
discussion on the particular cases in which the function is defined also out of
ihe set, or is single-valued, appears in [13].
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Fix a 5 in P and a polynomial p. Let A be the NP set for which (*) holds.
1 define next the functional solutions for the set A. This notion of functional
solution corresponds to any partial function fisuch that the domain offis A,
¡J(x)¡=p( ¡ x¡), and foreveryxeA, <x,J?’x)> ES. Thus, bothA and the set
of functional solutions are uniquely defined by 5 and p.
4. Definition. Tite set funcí-sols<’B,p) is tite set
ifIVxUf%’( y ¡ =p(¡xj))(<xy> cB) titen
1(x) is defined, ftx)¡ =p(¡su ¡), and <xftx)> E B]}
1 want to compare sets in the following terms: given two decisional prob-
lems, 1 study fue case in which one of them contains enough information not
only to decide the other, but even to construct a solution for it. The main re-
sult in this section is a characterization of the self-l-helping property studied
by Ko [5].
5. Definition. Given a set A in NP, say titat C pro vides wiínessesfor A ifand
only uf itere is a set 5 in P and a polynomial p sucit thai (*) itolds, andfor
witich funct-sols(B,p) n PE ((2) ±0.ifA provides witnesses flor i¡self titen 1 say
íitat it itas se/fi-computable wiinesses.
Thus, for a set having self-computable witnesses, the functional problem
can be redueed to the decision problem, in the sense that solutions can be com-
puted with an oracle for the set. To put it in another way, given the set A as
an “untrustworthy” oracle, and given an input su .which is answered positively
by A, the oracle allows us to produce a polynomial time checkable proof that
his answer was correct. It should be observed that the notion of a set having
self-computable witnesses was already proposed, under the name of “func-
tional self-reducibility”, in an unpublished work by Borodin and Derners [3];
1 consider more appropriate the naming convention used here. 1 prove below
one of the results of their article.
As part of his work in the study of the notion of “helping”, Ko has pro-
po=edthe following definitions.
6. - Definition. A set (2 l-helps a set A uf and only uf titere Ls an oracle ma-
citine M sucit tita/for every oracle X, L (M,X)=A, and such thai witit oracle
C,every word su accepíed ¿‘y M is accepíed in polynomial time. A set A is a se/fi-
1-it elper uf and only IfA 1-te/ps iiself
The defunition is from [5]; motivation and insights about this notion can
be found there. Let us just mention that the definition formalizes a situation
in which one has a machine that sooner or later will come up with a correct
answer, but has a certain degree of interaction with an extemal agent which
may “help” the machine so that it finishes quickly. Oracle machines Al such
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that,for every oracle X,L(M,X) is always the same are called “robust oracle ma-
chines”. An equivalent formulation of l-helping is as follows: Mworks always
in polynomial time, L<’M,X)cA for every oracle A’, and L(M,Q=A.
The announced characterization is as follows:
7. Tbeorem. A set C 1-he/ps a set A ífiand on/y uf C provides witnessesfor
A. In particular, tite self-1-ite/pers areprecise/y ¡hose seis havingse/fi-computa-
ble witnesses.
Proof. Assume that C l-helps the robust machine M which always accepts
A. Then A can be defined by existential quantification of the following poly-
nomial time relation:
R= {< su,y> ¡ y encodes a p(¡ su ¡ ) long computation of Al accepting su 1
where p is an appropriately selected polynomial. Each computation y corre-
sponds to a way of answering the oracle queries. La us show that 5 fulfolís (*):
assuming that a polynomially long computation y of Al accepts su, then, since
Al always accepts A, su E A; conversely, if su E A then the computation cor-
responding to ihe oracle Cfxnishes in time ¡(¡ su ¡) for the appropriate polyno-
mial p and accepts. Moreover, C allows one to construct witnesses for this
way of defining A by simply simulating the computation of Al with oracle (2.
lo show the converse, let Sc P defining A such that (2 provides wit-
nesses for it. Consider a machine M that, on input su, f¡rst assumes that its or-
acle is (2and uses it to construct a polynomially long witness, by simulating
the machine which computes a solution; then it checks in polynomial time
that the witness obtained is indeed a solution, i.e. to check that the oracle was
correct. If no witness is found, or if the witness produced fails to be really a
solution, then Al decides whether su is in A by performing an exhaustive search
for solutions, thus simulating an exponential time machine for A. Such a ma-
chine always accepts A, and is polynomial time bounded on inputs in A ifthe
right oracle, (2, is available. u
the remaining of this section is devoted to formulating a known result in
terms of self-computable witnesses, as a previous step for the results to be pre-
sented in the next section. In [9] it is shown that for “self-transformable” prob-
lems (a weaker form of disjunctive self-reducibility) there is a funetional sol-
ution that is “equally hard” to compute as Use decisional form of the prob-
lem: Le., “self-transformable” problems have self-computable witnesses. This
encompasses most of the known NP sets. In [3], this result is generalized so
that it includes alí NP-complete sets, without the need of checking whether
they are self-transformable. Note that it is not known whether aH the NP-com-
plete sets (even with respect to the stronger m-reducibility) are self-reducible.
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The proof is based on a prefix searching technique as in [13], using as a tech-
nical concept ihe following notion.
8. Definition. Tite set prefisu-sols(B,p) is tite set
{<su,z>¡~y(¡y¡=p(¡suj))<x,y>EBsucittitatzisaprefixofy}
The interest ofthis set lies in the following observation, wbich is stated in [12]:
9. Lemma. For every Sc P and po/ynomial p, prefisu-so/s(B,p) is d-se/f-
reducible.
The proof is easy: y isa prefix of a solution if and only ifeither it isa sol-
ution, or ya isa prefix of a solution for some symbol a. In [12] it is also shown
that every d-self-reducible set is (disjunctively) Turing equivalent to a set of
the form prefix-sols(B,p), and a deep study of the structural properties of sets
of the form prefix-sols(B,p) is conducted.
1 present next the following theorem, taken from [3]:
10. Theorem. Leí A be any NP-complete set, and leí Rin P andp sucit thai
(*) itolds. Titen funci-sols(B,P) n PE(A) !=0, and titereforeA itas self-compu-
table witnesses.
The interpretation of Ihis result is that there isa funetional solution of the
NP-complete set A which is “no much harder to compute “ thanA itself, since’
this functional solution is Turing reducible to A in polynomial time. -
Proof. By proposition 3 and lemma 9, since A is NP-complete, prefix-sols(B,p)
is Turing reducible to A, say via machine M. Then a funetional solution ffor
A can be computed by keeping a prefix of ftx) in a local variable, and ex-
tending it a bit at a time using the machine Al and the oracle A to ensure that
tbe extension is always a prefix of a solution. U
Ihis proof method will be applied again in the next section to optimization
versions of the NP-complete problems.
4. OPTIMIZATION NP-COMPLETE PROBLEMS
For optimization problems, instead of computing one among a set of sol-
utions, an optimal solution has to be selected. 1 consider only minimization
problems; it ½straightforward to adapt alí Use results to maximization prob-
lems. Tbe decisional statement of tbese NP-complete problems is: given an in-
put su, and an integer k, is there a solution with cost smaller than k?
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Of course, the practical interest is not to compute a solution below a given
cost, but finding the ¡east expensive one. It is known that for some panicular
cases, a polynomial time algorithm for the decisional problem provides a poly-
nomial time algorithm for the minimization problem (see, cg., [6], Pp.
185-188). 1 prove that for alí such NP-complete sets, finding this solution 15
again “no múch harder than” (i.e. polynomial time Turing reducible to) de-
ciding whether a solution exists.
1 define ininimization NP problems in the most intuitive way, as a set of
pairs
1< su,k > ¡ ~y (¡ y l=p(Isu)) <su.>’> ES with cost (y)=k1
where “cost” is a polynomial time computable function from E”’ to f*
measuring the cost of the solution y. The range of this function is usually in-
terpreted as an integer or a real number. To this set one can associate the set
of functions computing optimal solutions, which depends of 5, the polyno-
mml p, and ihe cost function.
11. Definition. Tite set opt-so/s(B,p,cost) is ¡he set
iif¡ fGfuncu-sols(B,p), and Vg efuncu-so/s(B,p), Vsu, cosi(¡(su)) =cost(g(su))}.
In order to show that some optimal solution is computable in polynomial time
with the oracle set A, 1 define two “píefsx” sets:
12. Definition. Tite seis prefisu-so/s(B,p,cost) andprefisu-opt(B,p, cosi) are de-
Jined as follo ws:
preflx-so/s(B,p,cost)={ <x.k,z>I 2>’ (~ y =p«su)) <su,>’> ES
sucit thai cosi(y)=kand z isa prefisu ofy 1
prefisu-opt(R,p,cost)=j<xz>¡ 2>’ (¡y¡=p(¡su¡))<suy>~S sucit thai z Ls a
prefisuofig andvw(¡w¡ =p(¡su¡))<su.w>ES, cosi (y)=cost(wfl.
Again, the following result holds. Its proof is analogous to that of lemma 9:
13. Lemma. Tite set prej2su-so/s(B,p,cost) Ls d-se/freducible.
The next theorem formalizes the standard way to pro~e such a result for
panicular problems. See [6].
14. Theorem. Tite set prefix-sols(B,p,cosi) is Turing reducible in po/ynomial
time lo tite set preflsu-sols<’B,p,cost).
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Proof. The reduction procedure goes as follows. First, one identifies the op-
timal cost k in polynomial time by searching for the maximum k such that
<x,k,z> is in prefix-so¡s(R,p,cosí). This can be done in polynomial time using
binary search, which requires a time logarithmic in the range of k, which in
turn is exponential in su ¡ since “cost” is computable in polynomial time. Once
the optimal value of k is known, use the fact that <su, z> is in prefix-opt (B,
p, cosi) if and only if <su, k, z> is in prefix-sols (5, p, cosi). U
Now 1 state the main result about optimization problems.
15. Tbeorem. IfA is a NP-complete minimization problem, defined by tite
set 5 in P, po/ynomial p, and cosi funcí ion “costt ihen
opt-so/s(B,p,cost)n FE (A) !=0.
Proof. A function in opt-sols giving optimal solutions can be obtained from
prefix-opt by extending bitwise a prefix. By theorem 14, oracle queries to pre-
fix-opt(B,p,cost) can be answered in polynomial time with an oracle for pre-
fix-sols(B,p,cost), which by lemma 13 and proposition 3 is in NP. Since A is
NP-complete, the reduction to A can be used for solving queries to prefix-
sols(B,p,cost4. By the transitivity of the polynomial time Turing reducibility,
this allows one to construct an optimal solution in polynomial time with or-
acle A. U
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